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Abstract—We investigate the design of a user-friendly natural
user interface for the deaf and hard of hearing (DHH). Voice-
based conversational user interfaces (CUIs), such as Amazon
Alexa and Google Assistant, are becoming increasingly popular
among consumers. DHH users may not be aware of notifications
from CUIs, may not be able to obtain response information,
and may have difficulty waking up the CUIs. In this study,
we designed a system that adds luminous notifications and sign
language to the CUI and conducted Wizard of Oz experiments
to investigate whether the system can provide an optimal user
experience for DHH users. The results suggest that luminous
notifications improve the usability and make notifications easier.
After assessing the necessity of sign language/text display, we
found that people with longer sign language histories tend to use
sign language, and all people require the use of a text display. The
percentage of DHH users who gazed at the system before entering
commands into the system (93.4%) also suggests that gazing can
be an effective way to wake up the system. Our findings provide
guidance for future CUI designs to improve the accessibility for
DHH users.

Keywords—Deaf and hard of hearing, sign language, accessi-
bility, user interface.

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent proliferation of voice-based interaction devices
has created new accessibility barriers for many deaf and
hard of hearing (DHH) users. In this paper, we propose a
conversational user interface (CUI) to improve the accessibility
for DHH users. In recent years, human-computer interaction
(HCI) researchers have begun to evaluate sign language pro-
cessing technologies from an interdisciplinary perspective [1],
and as a result, this topic was addressed at a workshop on
user interfaces [2]. Accessibility studies of CUIs by DHH users
have reported that sign language is more suitable than gestures
and text as an alternative input method to speech [3]. It has
also been reported that the use of sign language is preferable
to touch screens as an input method [4]. However, both of
these studies substitute sign language for speech in voice
user interfaces (VUIs) and do not consider the physicality
of DHH users who mainly use visual information. There are
few research reports on such CUIs, and HCI researchers are
not working on devising or implementing design guidelines
[1]. We therefore need to design CUIs accessible to DHH
users, including notification methods, information transmis-
sion methods, and eye gaze.

We can classify the output of the CUIs into two patterns: the
system notifying us of an “Alarm Notification” or a “Phone

call,” and the system describing the “Weather” or “News” that
the user has requested. In the former case, DHH users do not
notice the notification from the CUI, and in the latter case, they
do not notice when the CUI has ended its response. In other
words, it is essential to investigate the best output method of
the system for DHH users, instead of the voice output provided
by CUIs. By contrast, luminous notifications are familiar in
deaf culture. For example, DHH users use intercoms, alarms,
and fire alarms with luminous notification functions in their
daily lives [5]. In addition, a luminous device that transmits
the direction of the sound source of the surrounding alarms to
DHH users with light has been developed [6]. In this study,
we investigate whether luminous notifications can improve
usability for DHH users.

Subtitling has recently become an accessibility feature for
CUIs with displays [7]. Even if DHH users use this feature,
there is a concern that the user experience will be lower if
the system outputs subtitles. This is because an interaction
will mainly be in sign language if the sign language input
from the user is enabled. With devices such as Alexa entering
the home, there have been reports of increased hands-free
interaction with devices placed in the kitchen or living room
[8]. Therefore, it is conceivable that people will be more
likely to interact while doing other things. DHH users should
also be able to capture responses from CUIs while doing
other things. Here, it is essential to clarify whether the sign
language/text output method of the system affects the user
experience of DHH users, based on the difference between
flowing and remaining signs for a certain period. Moreover,
whereas designers must translate into the speaker’s language
in the case of television and the Web, CUIs are transmitted
by a computer, and thus the language can be adjusted to suit
the recipient. In other words, the designer should consider the
output method of sign language/text, considering the user’s
preference in terms of attributes. Therefore, we investigate
the preferences of DHH users for sign language and subtitles
under the condition of parallel work when CUIs provide not
only subtitles but also sign language.

To initiate a dialog with a VUI, users need to use wake
words, such as “Alexa” for Amazon Alexa, “OK, Google”
for Google Assistants, and “Hey, Siri” for Siri. Although
studies on the waking up of personal assistant devices have
compared the methods preferred by DHH users [9], they have
not examined the use of eye contact, which is essential for
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TABLE I
LINGUISTIC MODALITIES OF HEARING AND DHH INTERACTION WITH

CUIS.

User

“*”: RQ1, “**”: RQ2, “***”: RQ3.

Hearinng
DHH

Voice
Sign Language / Text ** Luminnous * Eye Gaze ***

Type
User → CUI User → CUICUI → UserCUI → User

Conversation Call

Voice

starting a conversation in interpersonal communication with
DHH signers [10]. The authors believe that eye gaze allows for
a natural interaction without an explicit wake-up and increases
user satisfaction. Therefore, we investigate the possibility of
using an eye gaze in a CUI.

In this study, we devised the following research questions
to improve the accessibility of CUIs by DHH users.

• RQ1: Does the light-based response of the CUI improve
the usability for DHH users?

• RQ2: What is the best sign language/text display method
for CUI for DHH users?

• RQ3: Is eye gaze an effective method of waking up to
CUI for DHH users? If yes, what kind of gaze input is
effective?

As shown in Table I, RQ1–RQ3 are research questions that
cover the mutual input/output modalities that DHH users want
to achieve when interacting with CUIs.

DHH users use sign language/text modalities when inter-
acting with CUIs (RQ2). They use the luminous notification
modality when calling from CUIs to DHH users (RQ1). By
contrast, when DHH users call to (wake up) a CUI (RQ3),
they use the eye gaze modality. We investigate whether using
these mutual input/output modalities in CUIs can improve the
user experience of DHH users.

This study contributes empirical knowledge regarding the
preferences and concerns of DHH users, such as notification,
sign language/text display methods, and whether eye gaze is
practical for waking up a device, thereby guiding future system
designers.

In Section II, we describe related studies on CUIs and
eye gaze. In Section III, we provide information on the
participants, the device architecture, and the experimental
procedure. In Section IV, we describe the results obtained
from the experiment. In Section V, we provide a discussion of
the research questions. Finally, in Section VI, we give some
concluding remarks and areas of future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Conversational User Interface

In recent years, research on natural user interfaces, which
enable natural and intuitive operations in humans, has been
progressing. For greater convenience and prosperity, a “con-
versational” interaction with users is required that enables
an intuitive operation and mental support [11]. Advances in

speech recognition, speech synthesis, and natural language
processing have enabled humans to interact naturally with user
interfaces [12].

The VUI is an interface that uses the auditory and vo-
cal organs and utilizes their functions as a language. With
the improvements in voice recognition and natural dialog
technology, VUIs are attracting attention and are becoming
more popular because they can be used as hands-free devices
without interrupting the user’s work flow [13]. However, it is
difficult for DHH people to use a VUI [14], [15].

Gestural user interfaces are those that use visual and phys-
ical functions, such as arms, fingers, and facial expressions.
Example applications include motion sensing in Google Pixel
4 [16] and drones. However, gestures do not have linguistic
properties, and thus their expressive power is limited.

We believe that optimal sign-language-based CUIs for DHH
people should be an interface that utilizes body language,
including vision, arms, fingers, facial expressions, and lan-
guage. In addition, because hearing is a more passive and
subconscious stimulus than sight, as long as others are nearby,
speech can easily be noticed in any direction [17]. There-
fore, we expect that our sign-language-based CUIs will solve
the privacy problem of VUIs in an office space. Moreover,
because it does not require speech recognition, it does not
cause recognition problems in noisy environments. In addition,
we expect sign-language-based CUIs to help overcome the
problems of gestural user interfaces [18], such as reduced
expressiveness and increased memory load, because they use
natural language for interaction. By contrast, through the
technology of sign language recognition advancement, HCI
researchers have begun to consider user interfaces that can
interact with sign language [19].

B. Eye Gaze in Sign Language

The preferred wake-up techniques of DHH users in de-
scending order of preference are the use of the ASL sign-
name of the device, waving in the direction of the device,
clapping, using a remote control, using a phone app, and
fingerspelling the English name of the device [9]. However, the
comparison provided in this study does not include eye gaze.
By contrast, interpersonal communication of a DHH signer
requires the other person’s attention when calling out to them
in comparison to those with hearing [20]. In addition, when
initiating a conversation with a DHH user, it is necessary to
make eye contact, which can be done by tapping the user on
the shoulder or waving a hand [10]. With this background
in mind, this study investigates through a Wizard of Oz
experiment whether eye gaze is essential for DHH users to
operate a CUI.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Participants

Using a mailing list, we solicited the cooperation of 12 DHH
students in their 20s to participate in the experiment.

We also investigated the characteristics of the participants
to analyze the effect of their attributes on the results of the
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Figure 1. Graph of prior experience with voice user interfaces for 12
participants.

experiment. Specifically, we conducted a preliminary question-
naire survey on the age, gender, and cochlear implant/hearing
aid use of the participants to determine whether they use their
voices when communicating, whether they mainly use auditory
or visual communication, and whether they use both, as well
as their sign language history and their experience using VUIs.
Figure 1 shows the results. The age of our participants, 8
male and 4 female, ranged between 20 and 24. We asked
the participants to rate their experience of using VUIs on a
4-point Likert scale (1 = usually, 2 = sometimes, 3 = rarely,
and 4 = never). The results showed that the response of one
participant was 2 = sometimes, four participants responded
3 = rarely, and seven participants responded 4 = never. The
majority of the participants commented that “they could not
have their voices recognized” or that “they lived a life where
they did not speak using voice.” Research mentioning that a
minimal number of DHH users use personal-assistant devices
[21] indicates a similar trend to that of the participants in this
experiment.

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Review
of Tsukuba University of Technology, where the experiment
was conducted. The duration of the experiment was 90 min,
and the honorarium paid to the participants was 1,305 yen
(approximately $12).

B. Device Architecture

The basic configuration of the system built in this experi-
ment was an iPad, a Meross Smart Wi-Fi LED Bulb (LED
Bulb), and a GoPro HERO9 camera. Figure 2 shows the
appearance and operation of the system. We set four tasks
that the system can perform: “Phone call,” “Alarm settings
and notifications,” “Checking the Weather,” and “Checking
the News.” An Apple iPad simulated Alexa, and the display
was created using Microsoft PowerPoint 2019 and combined
with the signer’s video. To switch screens remotely, the remote
function of Keynote was used. LED bulbs can be set to any
color (16 million RGB colors) and a blink cycle, and it can
be controlled remotely from a smartphone app. An LED bulb
flashes yellow when the system notifies the user of a “Phone
call” or “Alarm notification” and light green when the system
provides “Weather” or “News” to the user. In addition, the
GoPro camera views the sign language input from the user.

C. Procedure

The recognition rate in a real-life continuous sign language
recognition system developed in 2019 was 39.6% [22]. There-
fore, it is impossible to conduct experiments incorporating
sign language recognition technology to interact with a user
interface using sign language. The Wizard of Oz method
[23], [24] is a solution to this problem. With this method,
a human called a wizard pretends to be the system and
interacts with the user. In the Wizard of Oz method, even
if the entire system is not yet complete, the wizard can
complement the undeveloped parts of the system and make it
work. To verify RQ1–RQ3, we conducted an experiment based
on the Wizard of Oz method. Figure 3 shows the experimental
environment. In this experimental environment, we assumed
that the participants interacted with the system while working
on their PCs. Therefore, we placed the system on the left side
of the desk in front of the participants at 45 degrees and the
work PC in front of them. We tried to make the participants
aware of the system response while the system was operating
so that they did not have to constantly look at the system. We
also aligned the system at the eye level of the participants. The
instruction device prompted the participant to issue commands
to the system at certain times. We incorporated a program in
PsychoPy (v2021.1) [25] to display numbers and/or English
letters at random positions on the screen. In addition, the frame
rate of the installed camera was 50 fps.

The critical points for the participants and the experimenter
(Wizard) in this environment are as follows.

Participant
1) Owing to the nature of the Wizard of Oz method,

the participants assume that there is a sign language
recognition system and do not know that a person
(wizard) is operating the system.

2) During the experiment, the participant has to continu-
ously work on the task of “entering numbers/English
letters displayed at random positions on the work PC
screen with the keyboard as they appear.”

3) The participant commands the system using sign lan-
guage commands for “Setting the alarm,” “Checking
the weather,” and “Checking the news.” The participant
presses the button as soon as the end of the description

GoPro HERO9

Yellow / Flashing

Green / Lighting

Meross 
Smart Wi-Fi LED Bulb

“Alarm” task

“Weather” task

iPad display

Call

Response

Figure 2. System prototype.
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Wizard

Partition

Instruction
display

Figure 3. Experiment setup.

of “Weather” or “News” from the system is noted.
4) During the work, the participant uses sign language

commands to stop the “Alarm notification” and “Phone
call” sent by the system.

5) During the experiment, the user wears a GoPro attached
to a head strap mount.

Experimenter (Wizard)
1) Owing to the nature of the Wizard of Oz method, the

experimenter must not let the participants know that the
experimenter is operating the system when performing
the sign language recognition system.

2) During the experiment, the experimenter operates the
system as well as the LED bulb.

3) When we asked the participants to conduct a specific
task at an arbitrary time, we showed them the content
of the task and an example of the command to be
performed, and we immediately turned off the screen
after confirming that the participants understood the task.

Before the experiment, we explained how to use the system
and how the system behaves for each of the four tasks.
In addition, to familiarize the participants with command
execution using sign language, we gave them a practice
session to perform a task equivalent to the real one before the
actual experiment was conducted. The participants conducted
each of the four tasks once and repeated them twice. To
eliminate the order effects, the order of the tasks for each
participant and the two conditions, “Luminous/Conventional,”
were counterbalanced.

D. Analysis Method

For the time analysis using video, we applied the ELAN
[26] tool.

For RQ1, we used the system usability scale (SUS) [27], a
widely applied evaluation index for a quantitative evaluation
of usability, to examine the usability of “Luminous” and
“Conventional.” In addition, we believe that improved usability
is also related to awareness. To evaluate the awareness of the
notifications from the system, we measured by video the time
between the notifications and when the participant noticed and
reacted to them. We defined the reaction time for a “Call”
as the time between the change in the display screen as the

reaction start point and the users turning their eyes to the
screen as the reaction endpoint. However, if the light turns on
before the screen changes, the reaction start point is when the
light turns on. We defined the reaction time for a “Response”
as the time between the change in the display screen as the
reaction start point and the user pressing the button as the
reaction endpoint. However, if the light turns off before the
screen changes, the reaction start point is defined as the time
when the light turns off.

For RQ2, we examined the participants’ need for sign
language/text. After the experiment, we administered a ques-
tionnaire to determine the need for sign language/text using
a five-point Likert scale (1 = agree, 2 = agree a little, 3 =
neutral, 4 = disagree a little, and 5 = disagree).

For RQ3, we examined whether the participants gazed at the
system before giving a command in sign language. For this
purpose, we measured the percentage of the total number of
times the participants gazed at the system at least once in the
5 s before the sign language command and the time between
the start of the gazing and sign language using video. For the
data to be analyzed, there was a scene during the experiment
in which the system responded to an “Alarm notification” or
“Phone call,” and the user was given a command to stop the
system. The user looks at the response screen before making
a sign language command and does not provide analysis data
to investigate whether the user gazed at the screen before
the sign language command. The data for analysis are the
three tasks for which the user actively gives a sign language
command, i.e., “Setting the alarm,” “Checking the weather,”
and “Checking the news.”

IV. RESULTS

A. System Usability Scales

Figure 4 shows the results of the SUS investigated after the
experiment. The mean SUS value of “Luminous” was 80.67,
with a standard deviation of 7.62, and that of “Conventional”
was 68.96, with a standard deviation of 14.6. As a result of
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, “Luminous” was found to be
significantly higher (p < .05).

B. Reaction Time

Figure 5 shows the results of the reaction time. The mean
reaction time to “Alarm notification” and “Phone call” of

Participants
1 2 4 6 8 123 5 7 9 10 11

0

20

40

60

80

100

Sc
or

e

Luminous Conventional

Figure 4. SUS score for each participant (N = 12).
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Figure 5. Reaction time for each feedback from the system.

“Luminous” was 0.91 s with a standard deviation of 0.35 s, and
the mean value of “Conventional” was 1.19 s with a standard
deviation of 0.57 s. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed
that the reaction time was significantly shorter for “Luminous”
(p < .01). The mean reaction time to the end of “Weather” and
“News” for “Luminous” was 1.37 s with a standard deviation
of 0.50 s, and the mean value of “Conventional” was 1.91 s
with a standard deviation of 1.22 s. The Wilcoxon signed-rank
test showed no significant differences between “Luminous”
and “Conventional” (p = .36).

C. Necessity of Sign Language/Text

Figure 6 shows the results of a 5-point Likert scale to
assess the need for sign language and text for the 12 par-
ticipants, respectively. In terms of sign language, we found
the following: 1: “Agree” was reported by four participants. 2:
“Agree slightly” was reported by two participants. 3: “Neutral”
was reported by three participants. 4: “Disagree slightly” was
reported by two participants. 5: “Disagree” was reported by
one participant. There were three participants who did not need
sign language (4,5), and their sign language experience was, in
order of shortest to longest, three years (1st), five years (2nd),
and fifteen years (5th). By contrast, for text, “1 = Agree” was
reported by nine of the participants, and “2 = Agree slightly”
was reported by three of the participants.

D. Eye Gaze

During the experiment, a pattern occurred in which the
experimenter turned off the screen of the instructional device
late, indicating the task to be performed, and the participant
gave a sign language command while reading. We removed
these data from our analysis because they were unsuitable for

Agree DisagreeNeutral

“Sing language”

“Text”

Percentage
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

1 32 4 5

75%

33% 17% 25% 17%

25%

8%

Figure 6. Necessity of “Sign language” / “Text”.

examining whether the participants were gazing at the system.
The participants (N = 12) input sign language commands into
the system 69 times: 23 times for “Setting the alarm,” 24 times
for “Checking the weather,” and 22 times for “Checking the
news.” Table II lists the percentage of the total number of
times the participants gazed at the system at least once during
the 5 s before the sign language command and the average
time from the start of gazing to the start of the sign language,
as well as the standard deviation and minimum and maximum
values.

TABLE II
PERCENTAGE OF EYE GAZE, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF TIME

OF EYE GAZE

Task Percentage (%) Mean±SD (s) Min (s) Max (s)

Alarm 100 0.76±0.61 0.20 3.18
Weather 100 0.43±0.23 0.10 1.08
Alarm 86.4 0.59±0.44 0.20 2.08
Total 93.4 0.59±0.47 0.10 3.18

A high percentage of the total number of users gazed at the
system before using the sign language commands.

Three participants, P3, P8, and P9, waived before applying
the sign language. These three participants had experience
using VUIs and knew that they should use a waking command.
The interviews also revealed that they thought it was necessary
to take explicit action before talking to the system during this
experiment.

V. DISCUSSION

A. RQ1: Efficacy of Luminous Notification

The results described in Section IV-A suggest that luminous
notification improves the usability of DHH users in noticing
notifications from the CUI. In addition, the reaction times
to “Alarm notification” and “Phone call” were significantly
shorter when using a luminous notification, suggesting that it
is easier to notice such notifications from the system.

Participants commented, “I am familiar with luminous
notification methods, such as the intercom system in my
house, which notifies me by light, so it would be more
impressive to add light to the system as well. I can notice
the light notification even when I am concentrating on my
work.” However, there were also comments such as “I feel
uncomfortable with the luminous notification because I live
my life relying on sound. Therefore, the system may not be
suitable for people who use their daily hearing functions.

From Figure 4, we can see that the usability of P3 and
P7 decreases with a luminous notification. They commented
that they did not feel the need to use a luminous notification
because they only noticed the change in the system screen.
This may be because there were cases in which DHH users
could respond to conventional methods [28]. In this experi-
mental environment, the system was placed on the left side of
the desk in front of the user at a 45 degree angle and within
the peripheral vision. During this experiment, we placed the
system within the peripheral vision of the front of the user,
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and thus some of the subjects noticed changes in the screen
without looking at the system.

By contrast, there were no significant differences in the
reaction time to the end of the “Weather” and “News” re-
sponses when using the luminous notification, as described in
Section IV-B. However, some of the participants commented
positively that “it was convenient to know when the response
ended without having to look at the system.” By contrast, oth-
ers commented negatively that “luminous notification was not
necessary for information (weather and news) that I wanted,”
and “the light was too bright.” As a result, the usability of
the system can be improved by reducing the light exposure
and improving the luminous notification method, although the
noticeability remains the same.

A participant commented that it is preferable to increase the
brightness of the display, as in ON AIR, instead of directly
informing us with LED bulbs. For a luminous notification,
we used LED bulbs, which were initially used as lighting
fixtures. Therefore, we need to consider a way to change or
blink the brightness of the display directly instead of using
external LEDs.

In this study, we incorporated a luminous notification as a
means of responding to DHH users. However, some partici-
pants commented, “I think it would be easier to notice if there
was a notification method using vibration as well as light.” In
the future, we believe that it will be necessary to conduct a
verification experiment that includes a vibration notification.
In addition, because we placed the system at the front of the
participants in this experiment, we need to find a way to make
them aware of the notifications from the rear.

B. RQ2:How to Suitably Display Sign Language/Text

From Section IV-C, we can see that all of the participants
need to display text regardless of the user attributes. By
contrast, the necessity for the sign language display varies
from participant to participant. In addition, we can see that
those who have not signed for a long time tend not to believe
that sign language is necessary.

The participants who did not need sign language commented
that they did not understand sign language and had trouble
processing information when both sign language and text
were output simultaneously. By contrast, the participants who
needed to use sign language commented that the sign language
display made it easier for them to remember the system
responses. Some of the participants commented, “When I look
at the task screen while working, the remaining text is better
than the flow of the sign language.”

For hearing users, interaction with VUIs has the advantage
of being eyes-free [13]. Therefore, users frequently interact
with CUIs while conducting other tasks. However, in the case
of DHH users, the advantage of eyes-free interaction is lost
because they cannot acquire audio information and instead
gaze at the screen. To complement this, we anticipate that
DHH users will need text information that they can recognize,
even if they look away for a moment. One possible solution to

this problem is to stop the sign language when the user looks
away and start again when the user looks back.

C. RQ3:Efficacy of Eye Gaze

Section IV-D shows that the participants tend to gaze at the
screen before speaking in sign language.

During this experiment, we did not provide instructions
on how to wake up the device. Nevertheless, the participants
naturally gazed at the system with a high probability.

By contrast, 3 of the 12 participants did not gaze at the
system but made hand gestures instead. When DHH users use
waving as a wake-up method, there is a concern that signs
made while talking to another person may be recognized as
waving at unexpected times, such as during a “Phone call”
or “Alarm notification.” In addition, we believe that gazing
is a more natural way of interacting than waving every time
a command is used. These results suggest that gazing is a
compelling wake-up method.

When Alexa waits for a response from the user, there is a
time limit of 8.0 s [29]. From Table II, the maximum time
between gazing at the system and the start of sign language
was 3.18 s. In other words, when DHH users use gazing as the
wake-up method, they can use commands within the system’s
waiting time.

D. Limitations

In this study, the age range of the participants was low,
and the sample size was small, with all participants being
university students. In addition, 92% of the participants had
little or no experience using VUIs. During this experiment, we
did not present a line of sight from the system. In other words,
the user cannot judge whether the system and the user’s gaze
coincide.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, a system was designed that adds a luminous
notification and sign language to CUIs to provide an optimal
user experience for DHH users. We surveyed DHH users (N
= 12) to determine the optimal input and output modalities of
the CUIs.

We tested the effectiveness of a luminescent modality ap-
plied to call from the CUIs to DHH users using the SUS
and found that the usability of the system was improved
using a luminous notification. The reaction time of the lu-
minous notification to the call from the system (0.91 ± 0.35
s) was significantly shorter than that of the conventional
system (1.19 ± 0.57 s). After assessing the necessity of sign
language/text display, 50% of the participants answered that
they needed to use sign language for the display method
of CUIs, and 100% of the participants answered that they
needed to use text. We also found that people with longer sign
language histories tended to use sign language. As a result of
the experiment on whether the gazing modality is effective
for DHH users to wake up the CUIs, the percentage of times
they gazed at least once in the system during the five seconds
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before the sign language commands was as high as 93.4%,
suggesting that gazing is a compelling wake-up method.

Future studies will include a more diverse group of people
such as children and the elderly. We also plan to conduct
an evaluation experiment after using a system entirely accus-
tomed to the participants. We are also planning to conduct an
evaluation experiment to determine whether gaze can be used
as a wake-up command.

We expect that our findings will become one of the design
guidelines used for CUIs suitable for DHH users.
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